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Global Chair’s Message 
 

Dear Members, 

One year ends, to give us a fresh new hope of a new year “2023”. Looking back at 2022 - that came with more challenges 

than before for our global humanitarian community. War, conflict, growing inequalities, climate induced rising poverty and 
hunger and the COVID-19 pandemic; these are just some of the adversities the world is still battling with. 

Albeit intensified global crises, PROFOH got incorporated in India, so now, our flag is flying at full mast in nine nations, in 

continuation of championing our blueprint mandates towards a better world, perhaps for everyone, everywhere, particularly 
public health care that has become more urgent than ever. Guided by PROFOH’s plan of action, the organization has continued 

to intervene in medical outreach, to support weak health infrastructures, quality education, possible ware while combating 
poverty and climate change.  

Our modest accomplishments with our partners in 2022 include several mega medical missions, thousands of life-saving 

surgeries in several countries including Jamaica, Nigeria, Benin, Egypt, etc., with thousands of clinical consultations and 
treatments. As PROFOH continues to expand its social engagements and public health activities in underserved communities 
globally, with strategic partnerships to reach its goal. We signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), with the United 

Kingdom International Health Care Management Association (UKIHMA) and the British Integrated Solutions Export Network 
(BISEN), two leading UK organizations partners of the HM Government.  

PROFOH played a critical role in saving the environment, it has led advanced coordination to setup Bamboo Plantations 

through the PROFOH Germany leadership. Our commitment is to ensure that climate and socialized medicine go hand in hand 
and remain steadfast. Since the 15th of November, when our globe reached the population of 8 billion - PROFOH 
has been adamant to strengthen its strategic plans that require extra efforts, therefore calling on you all to 

support us in this extra journey. As our 25th Anniversary draws near, we continue to share our experience, data and 
recommendations with the global audience in various United Nations conferences and summits (Vienna, Paris, Hong Kong, 
etc.) 

Finally, we close the Chapter on 2022, and take this opportunity to convey our warm thanks to you and our strategic 
partners, including WHO Stop TB Partnership, Switzerland, Social Leaders Society, Egypt, London Graduate School, 

Commonwealth University of Business Arts & Technology, London which included their UNESCO listed partner universities, 
Bridges to America, Inc. Salt Lake City, Utah, United Kingdom International Health Management Association (UKIHMA) British 
Integrated Solutions- Export Network (BISEN) for your continued support of PROFOH’s work. We are honored, grateful 

and proud to have you with us. We specifically thank Dr. Brian Camazine, PROFOH Global Board member for 
performing more than a 350 life-saving surgeries this year and look forward to continuing our journey to deliver 
quality health care human development for all.  

We wish you all Happy Holidays and a Happy New Year!                           

 

Reem N Bsaiso – Chair 
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Executive Director’s Message 
 

Dear Members, 
 

I am honored to present the edition of our organization’s Annual Report for 2022, with hope for continued progress in our 
work to bring quality health care to vulnerable populations, education and safe drinking water including saving of our planet 
in 2023. As we wrap up our 24th years fighting for those who are medically weak and most affected by infectious diseases, I 

can’t help but reflect on our shared journey through another year of a very challenging global public health landscape by any 
standard. 
 

First, I want you to know how much you and your support in reaching this milestone of being in this humanitarian services 
for 25 years is appreciated – you, our members and partners all are integral part of this great orginaisation as its backbone 
to achieve and have come so far in this journey. For our new members, as we establish our footprints across the world, please 

understand that your membership enables us expand our influence, and work to ensure inclusive access to medicines, 
diagnostics, and community-centered health care solutions and other core areas of our deliverables for quality and safety of 
Humans and our environment. Our global visibility is on the rise, one major landmark PROFOH has reached is that it has been 

officially listed on USAID directory-which means that our organization will be accessing new opportunities to network, search, 
and collaborate with partners globally. The organization is equally proud to have concluded with signing of several remarkable 

partnership MOUs across the globe, they include Social Leaders Society, Egypt, Bridges to America, United States, Bronco 
Health Care, India and United Kingdom International Health Management Association (UKIHMA) British Integrated Solutions- 
Export Network (BISEN) Aquarius Global Limited, UAE, Insight International Limited, Malta, etc. 

I’m thankful to Chair Reem for her leadership and the Board’s members for efforts that have culminated in our continued 
success.  As we will honor 25 years of action in 2023, we celebrate you and all of those who have made our work possible 
across the past two and half decades in London, United Kingdom. These accomplishments are your handiwork, and you 

should be very proud. I am deeply honored to be working together with you on addressing these great and meaningful 
challenges.   

We have a great 2023 year ahead, PROFOH shall make conscious effort to attend some of these global and 

high profile events, the Arab Health Fair and Exhibition in January,  the United Nations General Assembly in 
September 2023, the G20 in India, the COP28 climate summit in the UAE, and of course many hugely important 
initiatives in cities and local commununity and regions around the world. Wherever PROFOH and Partners 

mandate are being pursued, the organization will be eager to lend a hand.  

PROFOH’s many partners in governments agencies, foundations, philanthropists, and civil society organizations make our 
work possible.  Finally, in about ten months’ time, we will celebrate our 25 years of existence, I look forward to working side 

by side with all of you- Partners, governments, agencies, foundations, philanthropists, and civil society organizations to make 
our work more impactful in the 2023 and continue working together on our ever-more important efforts on enhancing human 
lives by living up to our name - as Professionals for Humanity. Let us work to make 2023 a year of peace, cooperation, 

and progress for the common good. With your dedication, expertise, and commitment, the PROFOH family will continue to 
contribute importantly to the great cause of serving humanity faithfully.  

Very Sincerely,                                            

 
 Dr. Gemuotor Kama,                                
 Executive Director 
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SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE 

OVERVIEW 
PROFOH was founded in the middle of Jesse fire disasters that claimed over 1000 lives in October 1998, as a non-profit organization. The 

organization is now officially incorporated in the following countries, countries: United States, Nigeria, Germany, Ghana, Ireland, Jamaica, 

India, Nepal and South Africa. It has its presence in 15 other nations. PROFOH has helped to advance public health, education, provided 

safe drinking water and reduced poverty in several communities globally, several highlights of the year included TB, Hepatitis, Kidney, 

Malaria, Sight, Days, etc. 

WORLD TB DAY:  PROFOH is a leading member of the World Health Organization - WHO STOP TB-Partnership. TB is a disease of 
poverty, it spreads like wildfire through places where nutrition is poor, living conditions are overcrowded, and treatment doesn't exist—

infecting and killing millions of people in the poor nations where we work. Last year we promised to do better, with all sense of modesty, 
we did much better in terms of participants.  PROFOH also issued a press statement to mark the day. This year celebration was unique, as 
we joined our long standing partner Dawn of Life Foundation (DOLF) for the first time, TB patients were celebrated for recovery and were 

able to defeat of the disease. It was very impressive event as officials WHO, Ministry of Health and other stakeholders were present at the 
event in Port Harcourt, Nigeria.  

WORLD HUMANITARIAN DAY: As a leading organization in humanitarian interventions PROFOH join others and the United Nations 

family to celebrate this year World Humanitarian Day. Our members work with passion and compassion in high risks communities, striving 

to bring the best in humanity. The Day falls on 19 August, the day in 2003 when 22 aid workers were killed in a bombing at the UN 
Headquarters in Baghdad. It's a day to honor both those who have lost their lives in humanitarian service and those who continue to bring 
relief and assistance to populations affected by disaster, every hour of every day, humanitarian work continues around the world, and saves 

lives. PROFOH is on the frontline. Collectively, we need prayers, humanitarian workers are operating under increasingly dangerous 
circumstances. According to data from Humanitarian Outcomes, more than 140 aid workers were killed in 2021 while helping others – the 
highest number of aid worker fatalities since 2013. We issued a press statement and conducted a free medical mission. 

WORLD KIDNEY DAY: As part of organization efforts to celebrate this year World Kidney Day-Theme” Kidney Health For All” we issued 
a Press Statement urging our members to reach out to their immediate family, friends and community to educate them about some of the 
risk factors which include; Smoking, Healthy weight/Obesity, HPB, ED, Diabetes, Family history, Frequent use of medication that can 

damage kidney, etc. Same day, PROFOH was honored to address the 97 Regular Meeting of Committee of Teaching Hospital CMDs and 
Federal Medical Center MDs (The largest body of public health care provider in Nigeria) on our proposed offer to their parent ministry –
Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH) in June 2021. PROFOH and its partner New Life Foundation, headquartered in New York, United States 

have approached FMOH to provide a space in these Teachings Hospitals and Federal Medical Centers to enable us set up world class 
Dialysis Center inside these institutions free of charge, this process started over one year ago. We sincerely hope to get a written approval 
soon. 

PROFOH UNITED STATES: PROFOH is planning a fund-raising event to mark our 25 years anniversary, for the past 24 years the 
organization has been self-funded for the most part. It will interest you to know that our efforts are gathering pace in Los Angeles, California. 
PROFOH high Quality T-shirts will be the symbol of the event, we intend to invite who is what in both the private and public sector. These 
efforts are coordinated by Ms. Victoria Kpakpe, PROFOH California coordinator. 

PROFOH OFFICIALLY LISTED ON USAID DIRECTORY: The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has been 
officially listed PROFOH on their directory-which means that our organization will be accessing new opportunities to network, search, and 
collaborate with partners worldwide. This process was led by PROFOH GCC director, Mansur Arif Shamsi from our proposed operational 

headquarters office in the UAE. Prior to our listing, PROFOH was among the selected international organizations granted honor to make 
contribution on USAID Local Capacity Development Policy Formulation, the aim of the policy is to established an Agency-wide vision and 
common approach towards developing local capacity that can be applied and adapted across the wide variety of sectors, contexts, countries, 

and sets of actors with which the Agency works. By implementing this policy, USAID is adopting a shared definition and understanding of 
local capacity development that will reorient its programmatic approaches toward achieving locally-led and sustained development 
outcomes. it is vital to ensuring that marginalized and underrepresented groups have the skills and opportunities to lead on their country’s 

development.  
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APPOINTMENTS & MEMBERSHIPS:  

One of the unique strengths of PROFOH is the diversity of its Boards and members, as our operations become more global 

and complex, membership and board has responded accordingly, current membership is nearly 10,000, this year recorded 

new members and incorporation of PROFOH India, while United Kingdom, UAE and Kenya incorporation process has reached  

advance stage. The Board has approved the appointment of Mr. Allan Martin as Non-Executive Director we are honored to 

welcome him to support the existing leadership of the organization at this critical time.  

     NAME     NATIONALITY                                           OFFICE 

  Mr.  Allan Martin                                               British                                                   Non -Executive Director 

A highly educated person from the United Kingdom, gifted in both knowledge and imagination coupled with a military 

background having served the British military for more than 23 years, Allan Martin is highly skilled at developing, 

implementing and high impact interventions executing strategies that improve the overall performance of the various teams 

across the portfolio companies. Allan ensures strict quality control of projects, 

manages operations and establishes key client relationships that overall 

promotes growth. He demonstrated experience in human development as he 

has provided huge assistance and training to retired military personnel and 

those with disability. 

Prior to his appointment as Non-Executive Director, he has provided project 

oversight on the energizing of three general hospitals,  provided solar energy 

to over 500 primary health care centers in rural communities, and continues 

to oversee the roll out of Solar Home Systems to rural communities in Ondo 

and Kwara States Nigeria. As a Non-Executive Director Member, he is 

responsible for advisory in leadership, capital raising, policy direction, new 

ventures, sustainable development growth and strategies pertaining to 

humanitarian interventions in developing countries.   

Prior to Allan being appointed as a member of the management council within 

our global organization, he was part of an official delegation that visited Aminu 

Kano Teaching Hospital, Kano North West of Nigeria, where PROFOH had 

carried out an Operational Needs Analysis for a proposed surgical mission.  

Mr. Martin is also designated CEO of PROFOH Nigeria Ltd, Commercial wing of PROFOH global charity. His experience, passion 

will be instrumental in moving PROFOH forward. He truly understand PROFOH’S interventions and the culture of different 

countries where PROFOH operates. 
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HEALTH  

 JAMAICA- KINGSTON MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH first medical mission took place in Kingston, Jamaica in March 2022 

by the members of PROFOH Jamaica, led by Dr. Marcia Russell, designated 
Director of Public Health-Global, this mission has  been continued as 
extended mission due to popular  request/demand. The mission’s reception 

has been excellent and the hospitality of the people is remarkable. Most of 
our medical personnel are also members of PROFOH JAMAICA. Besides 
screening for hypertension and diabetes, hundreds of patients were 

evaluated, screening and tests were carried out including liver function test, 
Hepatitis B &C,TB, BMI, etc. The team doctors in Kingston have embarked 

on the second 

medical mission, 
more than 2000 patients for Consultations and treatments  
have been diagnosed at various locations, Clinics, Worship centers, 

Schools, etc. PROFOH distributed COVID 19 materials, especially 
PROFOH branded face masks.  

It will of high interest for you to know that we are having a high-
level discussions between PROFOH and the Federal Government 
Ministry of Health and Wellness that will eventually lead to signing 

MOU where PROFOH public health interventions will be twice yearly 
on the Government behest.  
Finally, as an organization, we would like to thank Ambassador 

Robert Miller for all his support to PROFOH, Mr. Miller was the 
former Jamaican High Commissioner to Nigeria and West Africa. 

Photo: PROFOH team led by Dr. Russell attending to patients during the mission in Kingston–Jamaica. 
 

 NIGERIA-DR. STUART QUARTEMONT MEDICAL MISSION CONTINUES  
 
Dr. Stuart Quartemont, Chair of PROFOH Advisory Board and President 

Medical Mission International (MMI), a professor of family medicine and general 
surgery led a team to Kaduna.  PROFOH and MMI have been long standing partners. 
Our recent mission trip to Nigeria in July, 2022 was quite challenging! But, thanks 

to your prayers. We ended up having to fly to the embassy in Atlanta in order to 
pick them up. But Praise 
the Lord, due to Stuart’s 

multi-entry Visa, he was 
able to fly into Kaduna 
ahead of us in order to get 

a head start on the 
surgeries. After the team reconnected in Nigeria, we ended up 
having a very successful trip performing 57 surgeries with more than 

100 clinical consultations and treatments. While in Kaduna, the team 
also made an assessment of a property with our Nigerian Ministry 
representative and PROFOH’S friend, Tunde Bolanta for a new 

cutting-edge Ministry project - Alpha University. We are partnering 
with Pastor Bolanta to establish a university in northern Nigeria.  

Photo: Dr. Quartermont on his team of surgeons in Kaduna. 
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 NIGERIA-SURGICAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT AT AMINU KANO TEACHING HOSPITAL 

In 2021, PROFOH signed Memorandum of Understanding for the purpose of jointly fostering quality health care delivery and 

to increase life expantancy of the people of Kano State-Nigeria. In keeping with the spirit of Memorandum of Understanding, 
the leadership of PROFOH went to Kano for Familiarization and Needs Assessment of Aminu Kano Teaching hospital. The 
team was led by Mr. Cliff Henry Jarrell, one of the first founding member of PROFOH, dating back to 24 years ago, during 

the Jesse Fire disasters in Delta, State Nigeria. 

Mr. Jarrell is also a renowned Hospital Administrator, on his team we have other ranking member of the organization including 
Dr. Safiya Umar, Chair, PROFOH Nigeria, and other Board members including Mr. Lawal Shuibu, Dr. Isa Abubakar and Mr. 

Allan Martin, CEO of PROFOH commercial and Non-Executive Director of our organization. 

The team was received by the great leadership of PROFOH, in the historical city of Kano, led by The Chief Medical Director 

of the Hospital and top management of the hospital were very warm and thankful, he conducted the team around the facility 
and a technical committee was set up to coordinate the proposed mission activity with PROFOH. As tradition demands, we 
also paid a courtesy visit to the Emir (King) of Kano, HRH Alhaji Ado Bayero. The surgical mission for the establishing a  

hospital is now likely to in the near future. 

Photo: PROFOH team led by Cliff Jarrell being brief by Prof. A. Sheshe CMD of Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital 
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 NIGERIA-WORLD HUMANITARIAN DAY MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH and its partners celebrated this year’s World 

Humanitarian Day with an impressive Medical Mission in 
Etsako Central, Edo State, Nigeria. The team of Medical experts 
was led by our very own, ranking member Dr. Chuks 

Godspower. The activities included Medical mission, (clinical 
consultations and treatments) of nearly 150 patients 
Rehabilitation of out of School for Girl Child (instant scholarship 

was provided), deworming of Children and distribution of 
mosquitos treated nets. Board Chair and members would like 

to express our profound gratitude to all those who participated 
and supported this successful medical and educational mission, 
especially Dr. Chuks Godspower and his team, NYSC 

leadership, and the top officials of Anegbete community, the 
Local Government Council, volunteers, etc.  

The World Humanitarian Day falls on 19th of August, as on  
that day in 2003, 22 aid workers were killed in a bombing at 
the UN Headquarters in Baghdad. It's a day to honor both 
those who have lost their lives in humanitarian service and 
those who continue to bring relief and assistance to populations affected by disaster, every hour of every day, humanitarian 
work continues around the world, and saves lives.   According to the UN, 2021, a record 235 million people in 36  countries 
require humanitarian assistance. For many communities across the globe, life-threatening crises are becoming increasingly 
complex, as climate change and theCOVID-19 pandemic intensify hunger, deepen poverty, and fan the flames of conflicts 
over scarce resources. 

 NIGERIA-WORLD HYPERTIONSION DAY MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH and its partners also celebrated this year World 
Hypertension Day with an impressive service to humanity, 
among other things the event is to highlights the importance 
of monitoring blood pressure and bringing global awareness 
tothe one billion people living with high blood pressure, This 
year Theme is “Measure your blood pressure control it, 
live longer” The team of Medical experts was led by our very 
own, ranking member Dr. Gods power also educated the 
people on the three major causes of hypertension, eating of 
too much Salt, not enough Vegetables, not enough Exercise, 
including excessive drinking of Alcohol or Caffeine based 
drinks, and smoking . Dr. Chuks and his team urge patients to 
visit their personal physicians when they notice some of 
these symptoms, Blurry Vision, Fainting, Fatigue, Continuous 
Headache,Nose bleeds, Shortness of Breath and Heart 
palpitation. Again he thank NYSC leadership, and the top 
officials of Anegbete community, the Local Government 
Council, volunteers, etc. Nearly 200 patients were seen. 

Photo: PROFOH officials led by Dr. C. Godspower at Edo State Medical Mission. 
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 NIGERIA-WORLD DIABETES DAY MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH and Lions Clubs International partnered to  celebrate this 
year World Diebetes Day with an  impressive Medical Mission in 
Benin city ,Edo State,  Nigeria. The team of Medical experts was led 
by our very own, ranking member Dr. Ede Edo Osqgie. The activities  
included Medical mission, (clinical consultations and    treatments) 
more than 90 patients were seen.   BoardChair and members would 
like to express our profound gratitude to all those who participated 
and supported this successful medical and educational mission, 
especially Dr. Ede Edo Osqgie, Hasiya Momoh  
Photo: PROFOH officials attending to patients at Medical Mission 
 

 
 
 

 NIGERIA-DR. BRIAN CAMAZINE MEDICAL MISSION CONTINUES 

Since 1985, young Dr. Brian Camazine, while studying medicine at the Harvard Medical School, decided to take a semester-

long leave of absence and travel on a mission trip to Africa. He found himself at the Nigerian Christian Hospital, in Aba, 
Nigeria. Dr. Camazine, quoted “From the moment I arrived for this mission, I knew that this was the work I was meant to 
do”  In 2004, he formed the Earthwide Surgical Foundation, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, dedicated to delivering 

surgical care to the poor of the world by means of manpower, equipment 
and education and few years later he graciously agreed to serve on the Board 
of PROFOH, As a  strategic partner of PROFOH, several joint medical mission 

were conducted where hundreds of patients benefited from his exceptional 
surgical skills. 
 

A nurse anesthetist based in Atlanta Georgia, invited a team from the United 
States to an outreach mission in Delta State, Nigeria in June, Abundant Grace 
Gospel Assembly, sponsors a surgical mission trip each year and has close 

ties with Okparavero Memorial Hospital. PROFOH had partner with his 
Sunshine Foundation in the past and have worked with him several times at 
Eku Baptist Hospital, Delta State. The Okparavero hospital, located in Sapele 

is one of the Local Government Area in Delta State, Nigeria.  
 

 

During this 5 days of surgical mission, PROFOH jointly performed bold 
and complicated surgeries, 17 total thyrioidectomies, 1 giant hernia 

repair and excision of a sarcoma of the lower leg. In 2022, alone Dr. 
Brian Camazine has performed over 350 surgeries in five mission trips 
to Nigeria, one is currently ongoing at St, Mary Catholic Hospital, Akwa 

Ibom. 
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 EGYPT- NEW VALLEY MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH is a strategic partner to Social Leaders Society (SLS), this Mega Mission was carried out by Social Leaders Society 
(SLS) in Farafra Oasis in South West Egypt in New Valley Governorate along with PROFOH’S Dr. Rania’s team. The Mission 

was conducted between 19th to 23th of September 2022, the convoy was dedicated to honor Prof. Dr. Mohamed Gaber, who  
is the brilliant leading member of the medical team for the charity medical mission who always participated with the Social 

Leasers Society and supported them. He was the Chair leader of Oncology surgery department in Alexandria Faculty of 
medicine and he is looked upon as a father surgeon to many of our young doctors and surgeons in the Society and 
in Alexandria.  

We achieved the below mentioned milestones at the Farafra for the Mega Medical Mission: 
 2377 patients were examined in various specialties 

(ophthalmology - internal medicine - dentistry - orthopedics - 

pediatrics - surgery - gynecology - dermatology - Pneumology). 
 690 Lab Tests were performed on 199 patients.  
 1462 free Medicine prescriptions were delivered to patients.  

 225 Medicated Eye Glasses were ordered and delivered for free. 
 6 cases of Splinting, Fracture fixation and intra-articular 

injections were made 

 167 surgeries were performed as follows: 
 103 ophthalmic surgeries between pterygium 

and cataracts with IOL implantation 

 62 general, pediatric, anal and colon surgeries 
under general and Spinal anesthesia between                   

(cholecystectomy, appendectomy, umbilical 
hernia, congenital hernia, hemorrhoids, fistula, 
and circumcision) 

 2 cesarean deliveries. 
 A medical survey was conducted for blood pressure, diabetes 

and kidney diseases for 250 individuals. 

 A health awareness intervention was conducted about the Risks of high blood pressure, diabetes, kidney diseases 
and lazy eye diseases for 500 people 
 

Humanitarian Aid played an important role in the Mission as well: 
 School bags were distributed to 80 children. 
 Complete school supplies were distributed to 80 Kids. 

 Children's school fees of 14,000 EGP have been paid. 
 Financial Aid of 6000 EGP were given to Families in need. 
 

To commemorate the success of this Mega Mission, our Chair Dr. Reem 
Bsaiso and the entire Board PROFOH had directed Dr. Gemuotor Kama, 
Executive Director–Global to specifically express PROFOH’S  profound 

gratitude   and appreciation  to everyone who made the this Mega 
Mission Outreach program a huge success along with our team in Egypt 

led which was by Dr. Rania, including all the great partner organizations 
for their contributions and most  importantly to   mention of all  the 
dedicated and excellent members and leadership of the SLS for their 

contribution with respect to their skills, talents and high level 
professional deliveries. 
We have planned a similar event in 2023 which will   be tabled soon 

 
 

Photo:  PROFOH/SLS and team at the operating room  
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 EGYPT- ATROUH MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH along with its strategic partner, Social Leaders Society 

(SLS), carried out a successful mission which took place in Matrouh 
Governorate or State which shares border with Libya and is 
situated along the North Western Egypt.  SLS mission was 

classified massive in terms of content and delivery as more  than 
5000 Patients benefited, some of Egypt finest physicians 
participated including Colleagues from - Alexandria University 

(Prof.  Ahmed El-Massry (Ophthalmology), Prof. Abdelmoneim 
Fawzy (Obstetrics and Gynecology), Prof. Adel Eid (Urology and 

Urosurgery), Prof. Dr. Bayoumi Gharieb and Prof. Mohamed fakher 
(Pediatrics) and Prof. Dr. Akram Deghady (Clinical Pathology), 
Prof. Rana Negm (Dentistry), Prof. Gamal Elamrawy (Veterinary 

medicine), Prof. Samir Noh (Veterinary Medicine) and brilliant 
Team from Alexandria Dr. Alaa Rashad and Dr. Alhosafy 
Abdelwahab (Ophthalmology) Dr. Kais Kadhim (Dermatology) 

 
 
The Mission included the below mentioned statistics but was not 
limited to recording the numbers highlighted herein: 

 Pediatrics - 530 
 Dermatology - 250  

 Orthopedic - 250 
 Ophthalmology -  377  

 General Surgery  - 160 

 Internal Medicine – 443 
 

 

The mission accomplished to reach to a total of 
4012 human patients   
 

 
Apart for   the medical interventions, we also collaborated for 
Humanitarian Aid with Clothes, relief materials (delivered for all 

Ages with Financial Assistance for the documented very Poor 
Families) which benefitted 250 people. 

 
 
Veterinary Medicine:   150 Sheep – 90 Goats- 105 Donkeys – 

5 Veterinary Operations (Lacrimal Canal Obstruction) – 10 
Camels all of them were treated with free Prescriptions and 
medications.   Also,   5 Abscess Operations in Donkeys and 

Camels,9 Horses Dental Treatment – 1 Veterinary Hernia 
Operation for Sheep.   

Photo: SLS Team of Surgeons at the Operating room 
during Matrouh Medical Mission Egypt 
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 BENIN REPUBLIC- LA RESCOUSSE  MEDICAL MISSION 

PROFOH and LA RESCOUSSE (NGO) from the  Republic of Benin are strategic partners, this organization has been impacting 

rural communities in Benin and this year also extended their humanitarian interventions to the neighboring country of Togo.  

This year, the medical and ophthalmological 
mission was quite remarkable, despite a slight 

change in the mission's schedule, we were 
delighted to visit two huge communities of Zè, Tori 
Bossito and Hêvié to provide ophthalmic 

consultations with free glasses which were 
provided by SO-MED (A leading humanitarian 

organization in France and official partner to LA 
RESCOUSSE ).  

A total of 300 people were checked by the team 

and 240 benefited who received free glasses to 
improve their eyesight. The SO-MED Group also 
covered the financial responsibility for the cataract 

surgery of a little girl from Tangbo-do and also a 
boy from Gbovié on a long term basis.  

Special appreciation to local authorities of both the 

communities  who were very supportive and to the SO-MED delegation for the quality of services conducted and special  
mention for the highly dynamic team of NGO LA RESCOUSSE team of Marc, Hodédji, Mawuéna, Raphaël, Saturnin, Laida, 
Côme and Roland, which led to the success of this exceptional mission. 
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 NEPAL- KICKING POLIO OUT  PROJECT IN  KATHMANDU 

 
PROFOH have been providing superb polio support and also boast 

classrooms education enrolment in Kathmandu Nepal, for the most 
part in within the year.  
 

As an medical oriental organization, we are highly experience in 
polio interventions, our eradication program tagged as  Kick Polio 
out of Nigeria and other countries was driven by immunization of 

more than 50,000 children against polio more than two decades 
ago, same expertise we have deployed in Kathmandu. 
We not  only  immunized the kids but also provided care in terms of 

giving away gifts, in a related development our country director Ms. 
Anita Singh in Nepal also reported of several families that has 

approached PROFOH seeking Education scholarships for their Kids , 
there is currently on going education projects in rural Nepal that is 
funded by PROFOH, one of such interventions is the on-going, 

Sarlahi District South of Kathmandu education project, a little over 
120 kilometers from the Nepalese capital, according  to Ms. Singh 
the community is very disadvantaged with only one school, no single 

hospital, so health education and basic hygiene is always on 
PROFOH intervention menu. Our team was able to address and 
rolled back some of the educational setbacks for the kids. 
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EDUCATION 

PROFOH AT UNESCO EDUCATION SUMMIT IN PARIS FRANCE  

PROFOH is currently attended the Transforming Education Pre-

Summit that is took place at UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, Fontenoy. Our 
representative in France Mr. Femi Mcthomas flew the organization flag. As 
an organization we take EDUCATION very seriously. To this end, we were 

also invited to High Level Breakfast Meeting: Transforming Africa 
through education and the valuing of its history jointly organized by UNESCO 
Priority Africa and External Relations (PAX) this side meeting brought 

together Ministers of Education, government stakeholders, civil society, 
youth and other organizations from countries in Africa It aims at highlighting 
the strategic role of education in the context of the implementation of 

UNESCO Operational Strategy for Priority Africa (2022-2029), that was 
unanimously approved by the 41st session of the General Conference of 

UNESCO in November 2021.  

Transforming Education Summit proper took place in – New York,  

Recognizing that education is a human right and a foundation for peace, 
tolerance, other human rights and sustainable development, the UN 
Secretary-General announced in his report to the UN General Assembly on 

‘Our Common Agenda’ his intention to convene a Transforming Education Summit (TES) in September 2022. The Summit 
mobilized action, ambition, solidarity and solutions with a view to transforming education between now and 2030. The main 
expected outcomes of the Summit are: 1) National and international commitments to transform education; 2) greater public 

engagement around and support for transforming education; and 3) a Secretary General’s Summary and Call to Action 
(summit outcome document), which will capture the knowledge/commitments generated by the Summit and its preparatory 

process, informing Summit follow-up including through the SDG4-Education 2030 High Level Steering Committee and the 
proposed intergovernmental Summit of the Future in 2023. The Summit is being prepared through a focused, intensive, and 
inclusive preparatory process that is built from the ground up, responds to member state priorities and ensures the meaningful 

engagement of young people and the full set of education stakeholders.  

Photo:  PROFOH Representative at the Summit in Paris, France/PROFOH Classroom in Africa 
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ENVIRONMENT 

The Board of PROFOH Germany has been very active lately in terms 
of development of our activities in Africa. The team from Germany 
was led by that country Board Chair Dr. Alexander Rochlitz for a one 

week visit to Nigeria for needs assessment on how effective waste 
management can impact quality public health care and assist the only 
planet we have as humanity, Climate Sustainability is gradually 

moving to the front seat of PROFOH activities. They were met on 
arrival by both Gbemuotor Kama and Allan Martin, PROFOH 
Executive and Non-Executive Director respectively at the Abuja 

International Airport. The team immediately flew to Ondo State, 
Western Nigeria, about 250 kilometres from Lagos, a state also 
recognised as a leader by high level educational qualifications in 

Nigeria.  

PROFOH team met with the State Governor H.E Rotimi Akeredolu, 
his hospitality was felt by PROFOH, he specifically requested we 

come back as an organization to conduct free medical mission for his 
people, even when we explained to him that PROFOH had conducted 
medical mission in his state in 2013/14, he insisted then he not the 

elected Governor of Ondo State. Several others issues were 
discussed in a very, very friendly atmosphere. It was a busy 
schedule, we had series of meeting with public and private sector 
stakeholders including courtesy visit with a close friend of PROFOH 

Ambassador Michael Freeman, Israeli Ambassador to Nigeria, a lavish 
dinner was held in honour of our German team before their departure 

                                               Photo: PROFOH Board members on official inspection of Plantations in Ondo State Nigeria 
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POVERTY REDUCTION  

 PLAN FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMON FACILITIES CENTER -INDIA 

The District authorities of Karnataka State of India, through the Ministry of MSME, have requested our organization to submit 

a proposal to help with implementation for two industrial cluster 
projects, for the establishment of common facilities centers for 
Ornamental Stones Products Cluster and Steel Fabrication Products 

Cluster with each Cluster Project valued at $3.5 million USD each 
and will be implemented with the help of MSME grants.  

With total Value of $7 Million USD for both projects,  the projects 

would get PROFOH  head start  to pursue its endeavors in India 
and  impact thousands if not millions of India in poverty reduction 
model, it will bring PROFOH in the forefront for implementing its 

core humanitarian activities. The entire process would take 12 to 
18 months for implementation. The implementation of the 
Common Facilities Centers will pave path to rural development and 

social upliftment and economic development at the grass root level 
with PROFOH catering to Health, Water, Education and Social 

needs in India. Special appreciation to our Global Advisory Board 

member Mansur Arif Shamsi for his leadership and incorporation 
of the organization in his home country of India. 

 PLAN ESTABLISHMENT OF APPRENTICESHIP SCHEME-NIGERIA  

According to the 2022 Report of Nigerian Government National Bureau of Statistics, 133 million people of 200 million 
population come under multidimensional poor category.  

 
Our organization and partners need to rise to this high risk time bomb of Africa’s most populous country. PROFOH in 
partnership with the United Kingdom’s Government Education team and the British Integrated Solutions Export Network 

(BISEN) is working on with the proposed establishment of Nigerian National Apprenticeship Scheme in collaboration the 
ministry of Trade and Investments. This program is designed to reduce poverty and to structure education and training 
programs through more sophistic higher education system that will be mirrored with the already established and successful 

United Kingdom Apprenticeship Scheme. The program will also grow entrepreneurial skillset and harness the business capacity 
by combining available raw materials and apprenticeship skills into value added activities that will help grow the Nigerian 
economy.  

 
Nigeria comprising of 36 States with a combined estimated population of about 200 million people has experienced a lot of 
issues and challenges in the growth and development of Nigerian communities. The continued insurgency in the north and 

banditry in the three zones have displaced most communities from their homes and normal livelihood. This made it pertinent 
for the Federal Government to strive to develop these zones to remedy the situation. Some of the affected state governments 
have embarked on similar approach such as skill acquisition but they are targeted at basic skills for sole proprietorship 

businesses such as sewing, shoe making, hair dressing etc. In order to augment existing efforts to resettle displaced 
communities and improve the earning capacities of the host communities, PROFOH has pure intentions to establish this 

Apprenticeship scheme with UK Government accreditation, to improve on skill levels and job standards to  improve the 
economic conditions of these displaced communities. 
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EVENTS 

 PROFOH SIGNED PARTNERSHIP MOU WITH LEADING UK AGENCIES 

As a member of several international bodies including the United Nations agencies, one of our objectives is to seek viable 

partnerships and collaborations. This year, we recorded some high level of MOU’s 
signed in our history. As PROFOH continues to expand its social engagements and 
public health activities in underserved communities globally, we are using strategic 

partnerships as the vehicle to reach that goal.  

Again, we are delighted by signing a historical Memorandum of Understanding with 
United Kingdom International Health Care Management Association (UKIHMA) and 

the British Integrated Solutions Export Network (BISEN), two leading UK 
organizations, who are partners of the HM Government. This partnership is already 
in discussions with several Ministries of Health across Africa and the Caribbean on 

how to support and assist with their quality health care delivery. We intend to reach 
out to developing countries with medical missions, hospitals, pharmaceutical 
supplies, mobile hospital deployment, training, Education, social upliftment, clean 

water technologies etc. The partnership is making steady progress as it has role out 
a joint publication on Integrated Vaccine Management (IVM) in partnership with 

Aquarius Global Limited, based in London with its registered office in Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab Emirate. The IVM was simply designed to assist and maximize the 
effectiveness of their vaccine program. Plans are in advance stage to publish public 

health capability in 2023 as requested by some countries ministers of health. An 
official PROFOH delegation from Ghana and Nigeria will be in London February 2023 
to hold talks on how to strengthen our mutual relationship. 

 
 

 PROFOH SIGNED PARTNERSHIP MOU WITH EGYPT LEADING MEDICAL CHARITY 

Professionals For Humanity (PROFOH) and Social Leaders Society (SLS) are now strategic partners officially, both 
organizations have been friends for many years, we officially formalize of friendship May, 2022. This formalization is also 

called Protocol of Cooperation. As a leading member of several international organizations including some of United Nations 
agencies one of our objectives is to seek viable partnerships 
and collaborations. Last year, PROFOH signed class -MOUs with 

more than ten reputable organizations and institutions across 
the globe (United States, Sweden, China, Benin, Kenya, United 
Kingdom, Cameroon, and Nigeria.) The partnership is driven by 

change to deliver quality healthcare and improve the mental 
and physical health of medically weak communities across 
Africa and the developing world.  Both organizations are 

engaged in medical exchange programs, joint medical and 
surgical missions and carry out free surgeries for the 
underprivileged. In a related development, both 

organizations recently had a successful joint medical 
mission in New Valley Egypt. 
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 PROFOH SIGNED STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH BRIDGES TO AMERICA  

As part of our organization reforms, we are expanding our social engagements and poverty reduction activities to underserved 

communities globally, using Sports as the vehicle to reach that goal. Bridges to America, Inc., an IRS-approved 501c3 
entity incorporated and is headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
signed a strategic partnership agreement with PROFOH. Both 

organizations shall enjoy Special Status in each other activities, 
while Bridges to America will deploy their members to 

participate as our volunteers during medical and social mission. 
PROFOH members or patients shall also volunteer in their Soccer 
Sports Tournament. 

 
Bridges to America operates Refugee Soccer as its flagship 
program and has established a reputation as one of the leading 

organizations using Soccer to create and support solutions that 
combat the tremendous losses of productivity, hope, and the 
resulting adverse impact of these losses to the emotional, mental, 

and physical health of young people placed in IDP and Refugee 
Camps in Africa and around the world. The Founder of Bridges 
to America, Adam Miles, a great American to represent the very 

best of that country values,  has supported and served humanity with his heart of GOLD in several countries including Nigeria, 
Afghanistan and Ghana. Mr. Miles will soon embark on West Africa tour that will take him to Nigeria and other countries. The 
unique aspect of this MOU is that it strengthens the special friendship that has existed between Nigeria and United States for 

more than six decades. 
 

 

 PROFOH SIGNED STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH BRONCOS HEALTH CARE INDIA 

The Broncos Group  is a global leader in medical consultation and 

has established strong bond with best hospitals in India to deliver 
benchmark Medical Care and Services for Global Citizens seeking 
their treatment. The team consists of best doctors and surgeons 

who are internationally trained, well experienced and have 
knowledge about the latest cutting edge technology and modern 
practices of medicine and surgery,  they also have extended 

support for treatment of patients. Hospitals on their panel have 
pioneered many revolutionary procedures and technologies in 
India, a whole lot of health tourists use their services options  for 

complete package or elective procedures.They are currently 
providing services to more than ten countries. The purpose of the 

MOU   between PROFOH and BRONCOS is for jointly fostering 
quality health care delivery especially in social medicine, medical 
intervention and to increase life expectancy of the people of Africa 

India and other developing countries. Both organizations have 
almost concluded plans to conduct medical missions in some 
Africa countries and rural India starting late next  year. 
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 SOCIAL IMPACT INVESTMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY CONFERENCE-HONG KONG 

Social Impact Investment and Sustainability Conference (SIISC) was hosted by the Social Impact Investment and Procurement 

Foundation  which is  a specialized agency dedicated to supporting the 

United Nations, international organizations, social enterprises and private 

partners in achieving the global sustainable development goals (UN-SDGs) 

and the United Nations climate change targets, in partnership with global 

partners such as Yuai World Foundation  World Green Organization , the 

S.T.A.R.S. Foundation including  PROFOH who is considered as its 

supporting organization with  having a continuous support from the United 

Nations system. 

The 2022 SIISC conference was a huge success and has become a global 
landmark in the field of impact investment and sustainability for SDGs 

actions, as it had over 60 dignitaries and business leaders from around the 
world attending and over 1.5 million global online audiences (with nearly 
70% of the professional audience), this conference was streamed online worldwide, focusing on the theme of "Solidarity and 

Action in a Changing Landscape: Social Impact Investment toward⬩Carbon Neutrality⬩ESG⬩Metaverse".  

The keynote speakers in the opening remark session were: 

 Ban Ki-moon, former Secretary-General of the 
United Nations 

 Yukio Hatoyama , the 93rd Prime Minister of 
Japan   

 
Dr. William Yu, CEO of World Green Organization, gave 
a closing remark at the end of 2-days conference.  
 
Supporting organizations include:  

 The Better Hong Kong Foundation 
 Professionals For Humanity(PROFOH) Inc 
 The General Consulate of Israel in Hong Kong 
 German Chamber of Commerce Hong Kong 
 New Zealand Chamber of Commerce in Hong 

Kong 
 Austrian Chamber of Commerce Hong Kong & 

Macau 
 Hong Kong Chinese Industry & Commerce 

Association 
 Knowledge Transfer Office of The City University 

of Hong Kong 
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 PROFOH  FLY ITS FLAG IN INDIA 

We are pleased to confirm that PROFOH is currently flying its flag in the great 

country of India with its head office in Karnataka State. With Indian flying the 
organization flag we are now officially incorporated in nine countries with 
presence and huge membership in 15 other nations. India incorporation is special 

in many ways including focusing on implementing the core values of PROFOH and 
most importantly for the Social upliftment activities which is highly required in 

India.  

I am very pleased to inform the Board and members of PROFOH that the District 
Industries Center of Karnataka State has requested our organization to submit a 

proposal to help with implementation for two industrial cluster projects, for the establishment of common facilities centers for 
Ornamental Stones Products Cluster and Steel Fabrication Products Cluster with each Cluster Project valued at $3.5 million 
USD each, which will be implemented with the help of MSME grants.  

Plans are in advance stage to incorporate the PROFOH in several other countries like United Kingdom, UAE, Slovenia, and 
Kenya etc. The organization has several proposed activities line up. It includes on-going discussions with strategic partner in 
India, BRONCOS Healthcare for its medical mission, etc.  

 PROFOH TURKEY COMMISSION SPORT COMPLEX 

PROFOH was delighted to be accorded official recognition 
as a leading health care and wellness organization globally, 

and also its special community service in Turkey. The 
Mayor of the great City of Inegol Mr. Alper Taban, South 

of Instabul honored our organization by asking PROFOH 
Turkey Director Olorogun Alex Dedjo to officially 
commission the newly built Inegol Sports Complex. 

 
In his remarks, Olorogun Alex Dedjo highlighted the 

importance of physical activity in quality health care and 
urged the people of the City to make judicious use of the 
Sport Complex, he also thanked the Mayor for his 

leadership and the honor accorded our organization, while 
calling on other cities to emulate Inegol. 

Photo:  PROFOH Country Director Olorogun Alex Dedjo 
Turkey commissioning a new Sports Complex 
 
 

 
The Country Director pledged PROFOH continues support in Health 
care related activities and education to the city of Inego 
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 UNITED STATES PRESIDENT OFFICE RESPONDED TO PROFOH INQUIRY 
 

In a related development, we have contacted the Office of the United states on the possibility of collaboration in establishment 
of PROFOH Football and wellness Academy in California, United States, part of the official letter received  states  “Thank you 
for contacting the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP) regarding the possibility of collaborating with 
the President’s Council on Sports, Fitness & Nutrition (PCSFN). We appreciate your sharing information about Professionals 
For Humanity (PROFOH), the PROFOH Football Academy, and your work. We certainly applaud your dedication to health and 
fitness. “The purpose of the President's Council is to serve as a federal advisory committee.   Our Council advises the President 
of the United States through the Secretary of Health and Human Services about physical activity, fitness, sports, and nutrition 
in America. We are hoping to advance the discussions this year. 
 

 PROFOH PARTICIPATED AT UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE IN VIENNA 

PROFOH is a leading member of the United Nations Family (UNCAC) since  since 2005 and also very  active at the UNTOC 

United Nations Conference of State Parties Our organization, classified as 
relevant non–profit organization by the United Nations and has been 
receiving invite as Observer since 2011. We have attended several of such 

impressive conferences and dialogue in the past in Vienna, Austria. 
Marrakesh Morocco, in 2015 PROFOH was selected as its committee 
member.   The official delegation team was led by our Global Vice Chair, 

Ambassador Joseph Ayalogu, including Dr. Gbemuotor Kama, Executive 
Director  -Global, Ms. Jutta Wisura, PROFOH Germany Board member and 

ranking Executive Council member. 
     

Photo:  PROFOH Germany Board member Ms. Wisura with the 
President of the UN conference in Vienna, Austria 
 

 
 

 
 
 

             

Photo:  PROFOH Global-Vice Chair, 
Ambassador Joseph Ayalogu and Dr. 
Gbemuotor Kama, Global Executive 
Director at the UN conference in Vienna, 
Austria 
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 JAMAICA GOVERNMENT INVITED PROFOH UNDER THE CODE CARE PROJECT  

PROFOH is very pleased to announce its official engagement with the Government of Jamaica through their Ministry of Health 

& Wellness to serve the people of that great country under Project CODE CARE. The project aim is to address a backlog of 
over 5000 elective surgeries. These surgeries will include: Hernia Repair, Cataract, ENT Procedures, Plastic surgery, 
Hysterectomies, Myomectomies, Lipomas, Trans ureteral Resection of Prostate, Pterygium, etc.  

 
The more than 5000 due surgical backlogs were 

primarily due to shortage of and perennial loss of 
Jamaica most skilled medical personnel especially 
nurses required to support doctors in the operating 

theatre and exacerbated by COVID 19 shutdown for 
over two years period.  
 

We would to use this opportunity to call on our strategic 
partners across the globe especially those in Europe and 
North America to join hands and enable the team to 

move into Kingston Jamaica by second quarter 2023 for 
Project Code Care. The project will  enable us 
commence the process of clearing some of those  5000 

surgical cases as we have done in several countries in 
the past 24 years of our existence as an organization.  
 

 
 

Photo: Minister of Health Dr. C. Tufton at Bustamante Hospital, 
PROFOH team getting ready to honor his invitation. 
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GOVERNANCE  

GOVERNANCE: Professionals For Humanity (PROFOH) is a nonprofit organization incorporated and Head Quartered in the 
State of Texas, United States and eight other countries with presence in 15 other nations. The programmatic work of PROFOH 

is guided by Executive Council led by the Executive Director and supported by senior officers, countries directors and overseen 
by the Global Board of Directors and Advisory Board. The Board of Directors is a leadership group that promotes understanding  
of its function and oversees the organization assets for its advances, objectives and goals. 

 
Strategic plan 2023 – 2028 
 

There are priority areas on PROFOH’s agenda with partners for the period 2023 – 2028. as mentioned above each 
component builds on our current work plan and responds to the  health challenges. All are closely related and together will 
enable our organization to achieve greater impact in terms of scale, depth and breadth of health and social outcomes both in 

the countries where we work and at international level 
 
Over the coming five years PROFOH will: 

 
 Adopt a more holistic approach to strengthen collaboration with Governments, UN agencies, donors, civil society and 

the private sector.  

 
 Increase the scale and impact of social and medical missions (interventions or invitation) increase volunteers and 

members in every single country. 

 
 Strengthen the range of responses to emergencies with increase in our sourcing and donations of medical supplies 

to needy communities and Hospitals. 
 

 Increase policy engagement and advocacy work focusing on preventive medicines and mental health programs. 

Poverty reduction activities as poverty continues to contribute to poor health, and poor health anchors large 
populations in poverty. 

 

 Scale up social medicine in developing countries, support scholarships and training programs, advance the process 
of establishment of PROFOH World Class Surgical Hospitals and Diagnostics Centre in Africa and other developing 
nations where the organization  services is most needed - vulnerable populations. 

 

FINANCIAL REVIEW 

PROFOH is a self-funded organization by the Board and some dedicated members, our annual expenses have grown more 
than 10-fold within recent years. As an international organization we commit to the highest level of efficiency and transparency 

in our work through financial management system. Our  methodology minimizes overhead  to almost zero costs and maximizes 
the impact of our interventions. Our transparency is consistent with the commitments of the Paris Declaration on Aid 
Effectiveness. The 2022 audit of our financial statements will be done by an independent accounting firm.We would like to 

thank the following board members for their financial contributions, Markus von Have, Jutta Wisura and Cliff Jarrell. We would 
be  happy to provide the full report upon availability. 
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PROFOH 25 YEARS ANNIVERSARY UPDATE, 1998-2023 

As our 25 YEARS ANNIVERSARY draws near, the preparation is picking up slowly from our operations office and headquarters 
in Washington, DC.  As part of the process Allan Martin, our Non -Executive Director is working round the clock with some of 

our proposals of PROFOH’s  expansion Program, mobile and non-mobile hospitals, pharmaceuticals, capacity building, etc .We 

have also migrated to  our original name www.profoh.org and  now in process of upgrading www.profohmed.org. Finally, on 

behalf of Boards,  we thank Markus von-Have, Germany Country Director and Mansur Arif Shamsi, India & GCC Director 
respectively as both gentlemen are doing extremely excellent work behind scene, financially, dedicatedly and morally etc. 

MISSION: 

 …We support weak and compromised communities globally to overcome Health, Education, Safe drinking water and social 
challenges arising from ill health, poverty, and man-made or natural disasters. This work substantially supports men, women 
and children through critical interventions including medicine, safe water, education, and necessary policies around them. 

 

VISION: 

 Is the elevation of the human race through medical and social interventions and access to high quality health care by 

vulnerable populations in all cultures throughout the world.   

CALENDAR 2023  

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES/MISSIONS: 
 PROFOH High power delegation will be in London for series of meeting UKIHIMA & BISEN on how to advance our 

mutual partnership - February 2023. 
 PROFOH will attend the Arab Health Fair and our official logo will be display at British Pavilion by our partners 

United Kingdom International Health Management Association (UKIHMA) Dubai UAE scheduled between 30 Jan.-2 

Feb. 2023. 
 The GLOBAL SOLUTIONS FORUM (GSF). The event will be held alongside the G-STIC RIO Conference (Brazil) - 15 

February, 2023. 

 PROFOH /KANO MISSION- APRIL, KANO NIGERIA 
 PROFOH /WARRI MISSION- , MAY, NIGERIA 

 PROFOH / BRONCOS INDIA MISSION- JUNE, ACCRA GHANA   
 PROFOH / BRONCOS INDIA MISSION- JULY, GUJARAT INDIA  
 PROFOH /ST. MOSES HOSPITAL MISSION- AUGUST, POUKASSE, ACCRA GHANA   

 PROFOH /GOCCRI KENYA MISSION- AUGUST/SEPT, NYERI, NAIROBI, KENYA 
 PROFOH /LA ONG RECOURSE MISSION- SEPT/OCT, COTONOU BENIN REPUBLIC 
 PROFOH /MEDAID UK MISSION- OCT/NOV, KAMPALA UGANDA 

 PROFOH EDUCATION MISSION- OCT, MALABO, EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
 PROFOH /PARTNERS MISSION- OCT/NOV, JUBA, SOUTH SUDAN 
 PROFOH /CAMBODIA MISSION- NOV/DEC, PHNOM PENH, CAMBODIA 

 
 
 

 
 

http://www.profohmed.org/
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GLOBAL BOARD  
 
  Dr. Reem  Bsaiso         Chair                         Jordanian 

  Ms. Claudia N. Scott                                Member                 American 
  Prof. Gbaranen Gbaanador 
  Mr. Cliff Henry Jarrell  

  Mr. Markus von-Have  
  Prof. Yitzhak Lippin  
  Mr. Nicolaas Herholdt                                                                              

Member 
Member 

Member 
Member 
Member                                                                                       

American 
American 

German 
Israeli 
South African 

  Dr. Conrado Ordonez 
  Ms. Angela C. Johnson                                    

Member 
Member                       

American 
American 

  Prof. Brian Camazine  
  Ms. Melina Masanovic  
  Dr.  Gbemuotor Kama                    

Member  
Member  
Member                     

American 
Serbian 
Nigerian 

 
 
 ADVISORY BOARD   
 
  Prof. Stuart Quartemont                             Chair                         American 

  Amb. Joe Ayalogu                                       Vice Chair                British 
  Dr. Marcie Russell 
  Ms. Jutta Wisura 

  Mr. Orson Nurse 
  Mr. Matthias Gerhardy 
  Dr. Benbella Ndivi  

  Ms. Anita Singh 
  Dr. Alexander Rochlitz                                                                               

  Mr. Yaron Aharon                                                                                                                                                           

Member 
Member 

Member 
Member 
Member 

Member 
Member 

Member                                                                                       

Jamaica 
German 

American 
German 
American 

Nepalese  
German 

Israeli 
  Mr. Hemant Patwari                                                                      
  Mr. Mansur Arif Shamsi                                                                                                              

Member 
Member                       

Indian 
Indian 

  Mr. Monday Robert 
  Ms. Sabine Dohlus   

Member 
Member                      

American 
Germany 
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS 
Earthwide Surgical Foundation. Texas                         United States 
Amici Di. St, Agnese. Rome                Italy 

Medical Mission International. 
Intl Sanitation Organization. 
Grow International Inc. 

Commonwealth Foundation 
United Nations UNODC 
Drug Free Australia 

World Bank Meeting Dialogue 
Global Cancer Care & Research 
Gynius Plus AB 

Texas 
New Jersey 
Washington DC 

London 
Vienna 
Sydney 

Washington DC 
Nairobi                                    
Gothenburg                                                                                       

United States 
United States 
United States 

United Kingdom 
Austria 
Australia 

United States 
Kenya 
Sweden 

Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital 
St, Moses Hospital 

Bariel Medical Center 
Ong La Rescousse 
Global Thinkers Forum 

General Group, AG 
A 2 Z Universals FZ LLC 
Coastal Connect Int’l Holdings 

Partners Global 
Social Leaders Society 
UK International Health Management Association 

British Integrated Solutions Export Network 
Bridges To America 
Broncos Health Care 

OASISHNW 
 

Kano 
Accra  

Port Harcourt 
Cotonu  
London 

Zurich  
Ras Al Khaimah  
Accra/Seoul  

Washington  
Alexandria   
London  

London  
Salt Lake  
Delhi    

Benin      

Nigeria 
Ghana 

Nigeria 
Benin 
United Kingdom 

Switzerland  
UAE 
Ghana/South Korea 

United States 
Egypt 
United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 
United States 
India 

Nigeria 

           

PROFOH MEMBERSHIP 

United Nations Convention Against Corruption Coalition. 

Global Solutions of Non- Governmental Organization. 
Treatment Action Group. 
United Nations Office on Crime and Drugs. 

Stakeholders Forum. 
International Network for Education in Emergencies. 

Stop TB Partnership of World Health Organization. 
  

Berlin  

Paris  
New York  
Vienna 

London 
New York 

Geneva                                                 

Germany 

France 
United States 
Austria 

United Kingdom 
United States 

Switzerland 
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FOUNDING MEMBERS OF PROFOH 

Photo:  Two of America finest Missionary Cliff Jarrell & Stuart Quartemont who were former Board Chairmen, along 
with their wives. 

Cliff Henry Jarrell, the most prominent founding Board member of PROFOH is an American missionary from the State of 

Mississippi with a family background in the medical fraternity with his mother being a prominent registered Nurse (RN) in 
USA, serving humanity, he has imbibed his mother’s qualities and now has more than 30 years’ of experience within the social 

and health care delivery system. It was in October 1998, Jesse Fire disasters struck in Delta State. A group of friends led by 
Cliff Jarrell moved in, one thing led to another and PROFOH was born during this disaster. He originally inspired the 
establishment of organization during his time as Hospital Administrator at the Nigerian Christian Hospital (NCH) in Abia State, 

Nigeria. He was also former Chair of the organization.  

Stuart Raymond Quartemont, another prominent founder member of PROFOH is a German-American physician, a 

professor of family medicine, having additional skills in general surgery, a member Fellow of American Board of Family Practice 

and former with the Department of Family Medicine with Texas A&M University. Like Cliff, Dr. Quartemont also as served two 
term PROFOH Board Chair, he is the current Chair of the Advisory Board of PROFOH.  
 

Both men have been serving AFRICA, (Ghana, South Africa, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Nigeria Ivory Coast, Namibia, Botswana, 
etc.) vulnerable populations for more than three decades, working inside and outside PROFOH and other organizations 
including Medical Mission International, Global Foundation For Orphans Children, etc.  
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PHOTO GALERY 
PHOTOS DEPICTING PROMINENT SURGERIES CONDUCTED DURING PROFOH MISSIONS  

Published with patient’s permission…  

 

  
 

           Photo:  Some of the surgeries performed Nigeria by Dr. Brian Camazine  
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            Photo:  Operating rooms where some of the surgeries performed in Egypt 

   Photo:  Operating rooms where some of the surgeries performed in Nigeria                                                                                            
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PHOTOS DEPICTING EDUCATION, WATER & SOCIAL UPLIFTMENT PROFOH MISSIONS  
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APPRECIATION…..  

Many people have supported our work and have done so in many ways, we were able to take on all this (and 

more) because of you. Your on-going support, encouragement, and indomitable spirit sustained us, as they always 

have, through the challenging year many to some of us. Thank you for being there for humanity, this generosity has 

included the following organizations and individuals (volunteers, members and supporters) including our strategic 

partners. Medical Mission International Texas, Amici D. St. Agnese Rome ,ESF Texas, Bariel Medical Center, UKIHMA 

London, BISEN London, ASPI Ghana, DOLF Nigeria, Lions Clubs International, Ong La Rescousse, Benin Republic , 

Global Board of Directors, Advisory Board, Country Chapters, Allan Martin, Ayalogu Joseph, Markus von Have, 

Angela Chester-Johnson, Mansur Arif Shamsi, Itsehme Thomas, G. B. Gbaanador,  Ken Allen ,Babs Fajuna, Obus 

Ibru, Lawal Shuibu,  Ronke Akinlolu, Shoiki Umejie, Isa Tony Okrika ,Soron Dinki, Matthias Gerhardy, Ben Akhiwu, 

Alfred Ajagbe Mustapha Sabra, Edo Osagie, Ola Oduwole, Alexander Rochlitz , Jutta Wisura ,Cliff Jarrell,  and 

Special thanks to all our country directors, Markus von Have  in Germany ,Karina Mantinez, Anita Singh and her 

team in Nepal, Mansur Arif Shamsi and his team in India, Ajiboye Yinka and his team in Dublin, Olive and her team 

in Kenya, Nicolaas Herldodlt, and his team in South Africa, Joseph Ayitevi and his team in Ghana, Alex Dedjo and 

his team in Turkey, Safiya Umar and her team in Nigeria, Jackie Russell and her team in Jamaica  And finally,  all 

PROFOH strategic partner organizations. 

 

THANK YOU ALL…. 

 

 

For more information:  
2022 ANNUAL REPORT. 

PROFESSIONALS FOR HUMANITY (PROFOH) Inc. 
112 Upsal Street, Washington DC, 
United States 
www.profohmed.org 
www.profoh.org  
info@profohmed.org 
profoh2000@yahoo.com 
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